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Preface 

The Computer Science and Technology Board of the National 
Research Council was established in mid-1986 to identify and analyze 
issues associated with developing, producing, and using computers. 
This report is the first to be issued by the board itself: it summa
rizes the initial deliberations of the board and serves as a platform 
from which the board can now begin to launch projects with a nar
rower focus in such areas as computer networking, high-performance 
computing, computer security, software, education, and the compet
itiveness of the U.S. computer sector. 

The report in hand combines a description of the most promising 
technological thrusts in the field of computer acience and technology 
with a statement of concem about the health of the field and a call 
for greater and more effective implementation of computer network
ing. A maJor investment in infrastructure is needed to enhance the 
nation ,a productivity and competitiveness across all fields. The re
port ,a description of computer science and engineering highlights the 
significance of technological innovations made possible by computer 
science in the recent past and identifies promising future directions 
and potential obstacles. 

The report is aimed at people in govemment, industry, and 
academia who are concemed about the future of computing technol
ogy as a critical area of national strength, particularly at a time when 
America

,
s position in other areas is in apparent decline. The report 
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is addressed particularly to members of the policymaking commu
nity, as they consider decisions that will inft.uence the growth of the 
field of computer science and technology and future applications of 
computers and communications. 

The report owes its existence to the devoted persistence of board 
member Michael L. Dertouzos, who first gave the report shape and 
then, on the basis of group discussions and raw material from the 
other members of the board, shepherded it through the numerous 
drafts and additional discussions that preceded its final form. 

vi 

Joseph F. Traub 
Chairman, Computer Science 
and Technology Board 
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1 
Introduction and Summary 

AB the world leader in computer science and technology, the 
United States has been at the forefront of the evolution of this 
new discipline into an important, pervasive, and indispensable field 
that accounts for approximately 10 percent of the gross national 
product (GNP) and is a key factor in the national defense (CBEMA 
1987). Looking forward, we see immense and growing technological 
promise as well as a unique opportunity to use U.S. strength in 
this area to enhance productivity and competitiveness across our 
economy. At the same time, we see the U.S. position in· this field 
threatened from without by external competition and from within 
by underappreciation of the need for basic research. The challenge 
before us is to assure continued U.S. preeminence in computer science 
and technology. 

We attribute U.S. leadership to a unique innovation engine. 
Universities and industrial research laboratories perform the basic 
research that fuels the entire engine; venture companies function as 
effective agents of early technology transfer; and mature companies 
develop and market the innovations that achieve widespread accep
tance. In the past, government funding has played a key role in 
lubricating the engine. Another important ingredient of success has 
been the rich governmental and industrial research infrastructure 
consisting of advanced computational research tools. 

s 
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The uae of computen can boost national productivity and com
petitivenea acl'OI8 the entire economic front. This potential is ev
ident from exiatins and anticipated applications. For example, in 
desip, computen offer ever-improvins simulation of industrial prod
ucts to provide more knowledse of their qualities and performance 
prior to production, thereby improvins product quality and relia
bility while reducins manufacturins coeta. In the office, distributed 
systems can save time on projects involvins dispened personnel and 
can help to soften interdepartmental rigidities by makins communi
cation and cooperation easier. Already, computer networkins shows 
promise for expeditins the orderins and schedulins delivery of soods 
and services (minimizins inventory costa and production delays), the 
settlement of invoices, and other interorsanizational transactions. 
Expert systems can become the power tools of tomorrow, bel pins 
professionals in engineerins, finance, medicine, manufacturins, and 
many other fields to be more knowledseable and productive. Robots 
and other computerized systems are already improvins precision, 
production times, and consistency in manufacturins, and they will 
eventually allow specialized soods and services to be made at or near 
mass production coeta. 

Computen can also contribute to the increase of scientific pro
ductivity and improvements in the conduct of research. Computers 
are ideal tools for scientific modelins: for example, biochemists use 
computen to model molecular structure and behavior, sainins in
sights unobtainable throush such earlier analytical techniques as 
X-ray diffraction. In aerodynamics, computen simulatins wind tun
nels make p018ible more experiments at lower cost than would be 
pOIIible usins actual wind tunnels. In meteoroloiJ, computers are 
beins used to model turbulence, slobal atmoepheric movements, and 
cloud behavior. And in the social sciences, computen make possible 
larse econometric models for economists and stimulus-presentation 
experiments for cognitive researchen. Finally, supercomputen have 
so greatly transformed the conduct of scientific work that many 
physicists and chemists speak of computational science as an intel
lectual revolution equal in impact to the observational paradism of 
Galileo and the theoretical insisht of Newton. Computer networkins 
has already contributed to prosress in many scientific disciplines and 
is expected to be even more vital to researchers as services and access 
are enhanced. 

Durins the next decade, with adequate investments in research 
we can expect that computer science and technolo11 will make meJor 
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advances in three areas in particular. The first area is that of ma
chines, systems, and software: new developments in multiprocesaors 
will harneaa many computers to a single task and will allow comput
ers to be UHd more powerfully and coet-effectively acrOIB new and 
existing applications; developments in distributed systems will in
volve intercommunication of computers through local and long-haul 
networks; and developments in software will enhance the capabil
ities of existing and new computer systems. The second area is 
that of artificial intelligence and knowledge-based systems: progreaa 
is expected in sensory computing, i.e., machine understanding of 
speech and visual images; in expert systems, which represent and 
use expert human knowledge in specialized profeBBional domains; 
in deeper cognitive systems, e.g., machines that can plan, reason, 
and learn from practice; and in robotics, i.e., intelligent machines 
that can interact purposefully with the physical world. The third 
area of anticipated advances is that of theoretical computer science: 
progreaa is expected in understanding the laws that govern complex 
computational phenomena and the limits on what is pO&Bible; this 
fundamental understanding will lead to the development of impor
tant algorithms and representations. These advances, together with 
others, will make computers more useful and easier to use. 

The more sophisticated, versatile, and euy to UH computers 
become, the greater will be their potential benefits, while the coet 
of a given level of performance should continue to fall. Nev�rtheleaa, 
the United �tates hu had. uneven aucce• in applying computers, 
and it is only beginning to come to gripe with social and economic 
changes that may accompany their growing UH. 

The board hu developed two broad, strategically oriented rec
ommendations on the buis of ita deliberations to date, recommen
dations that will guide much of ita work to come: 

1. Enhanced, nationwide computer networking should be seen as 
essential to maximizing the benefits in productivity and competitive
neaa that are created by computers. Networking will facilitate the 
application and delivery of diverse advances in computer science and 
technology to the benefit of all segments of society. The board en
visions an enhanced national information networking capability, and 
it has already begun to examine a host of related questions about 
how physically to improve data networking infrastructure; UBOCiated 
costa, impacts, and benefits; and the roles of industry, government, 
and other interested parties. 
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2. Investment in people to do research, identification and funding 
of selected grand challenges, strengthening of the research environ
ment, and funding for basic research projecta--eapecially in the areas 
of theoretical computer science, software productivity, and commer
cial applications of computer technology and infrastructure-should 
be seen as e��sential if the United States ia to continue to lead the 
world in this field and to realize ita promised benefits in a timely 
manner. Support for such basic research ia currently increasingly 
uncertain. 

The Computer Science and Technology Board proceeded inde
pendently in developing these recommendations, which are in har
mony with those of the Office of Science and Technology Policy (1987) 
set forth in a recent report to Congress. The OSTP report called 
for a broad initiative to further the development and use of com
puter science and technology and specifically encouraged networking 
computers in the nation's scientific community. The board will now 
move to develop more specific recommendations through individual 
projects of narrower focus. 
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2 
The Promise of Technology 

In the mere half-century since their invention, computers have 
evolved from experimental curiosities to tools ao widely used that 
today, the computer sector accounts for about 10 percent of the U.S. 
gross national product, and almost 10 percent of the nation's capital 
investment (CBEMA 1987). Table 1 indicates the size and growth of 
the computer equipment industry, the core of the computer sector. 
Initially employed only for scientific and engineerins calculations and 
later for certain business data processins calculations, computers are 
now used for innumerable practical applications of numerical and 
symbolic information processing in areas as diverse as manufactur
ing, education, communications, agriculture, medicine, and defense. 
In the world of business, machines that were once confined to payroll 
and accounting are now relied upon to help create documents, route 
messages, analyze financial data, conduct hankins transactions, han
dle airline reservations, run the telephone system, and gain access to 
the vast amounts of information stored in electronic databases. In 
the world of scientific calculation, machines once desired for calculat
ing numerical tables are now used to design transportation vehicles, 
guide satellites, predict the weather, explore for oil, increase food 
production, develop new pharmaceuticals, investigate the atom, and 
map the human genome. In ·the public sector, these machines have 

7 
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TABLE 1 Trends and Forecasts: Electronic Computing Equipment (SIC 3573) 
(in millions of dollars except as noted) 

I tan 1972 1976 

lnil.Btry llllta 
Value of shipie'ils4 6,471 10,388 
Total E��Ployment (000) 145 166 
Productia'l workers (000) 64.7 71.3 

Averaqe hourly 
earnin;Js ( $) 4.19 4.91 

Prccb::t llllta 
Value of shiple1ls5 6,108 10.136 

Trade llilta 
Value6of ilil>orts 
(ITA) 

Value of exports 
(ITA) 7 1,341 2.588 
EXports/shipie'ils notio 0.219 0.255 

!Est.Uated except for exports and ilil>orts. 
3

Est.Uated. 

1980 

26,594 
305 
135 

6.98 

25.658 

1.179 

7.606 
0.296 

1984 1985 19861 19872 

53.524 55.315 53.244 57.504 
374 356 329 316 
158 133 115 105 

9. 77 10.40 11.20 12.10 

49.275 49.998 48.848 47.857 

7.834 8.285 11.128 13.977 

13.511 13.964 14.670 17.443 
0.270 0.237 0.300 0.331 

Forec:ast. 
"value of all proclx:ts and services sold by the Elect:J:arl.c CCiipltin;J EquipDent incbrt:ry. 
Svalue of prcxllcts classified in the Elect:J:arl.c <Dip.lting EquipDent incbrt:ry procb:lecl by �1 irDistries. 

7
IDp:>rt data, dellelcpd by the c:bapter author, are <r1 a C.I.F. valuatia'l basis. 
EXport data are dellelcpd by the chapter author. 

SCURCE: u.s. lll!p!lrtment of Cl:liaeroe: a.reau of the census, a.reau of &:x:n:aic Analysis, 
Internatia'lal Trade Adlainistratia'l (ITA). Estimates and forecasts by ITA. 

SCURCE: 1988 u.s. IrQ!strial outl.cx*, u.s. lll!p!lrtment of ccm.roe. 

n--m ArnJal. 
19883 1972-85 1980-85 

63.254 17.9 15.8 
332 7.2 3.1 
105 5.7 -o.3 

7.2 8.3 

52.642 17.6 14.3 

18.170 47.7 

20.930 19.7 12.9 
0.361 0.6 4.3 

�oa•l O!arae 
Arn..ial 

1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 

-3.7 8.0 10.0 
-7.6 -4.0 5.1 

-13.5 -8.7 4.8 

7.7 8.0 

-2.3 -2.0 10.0 

34.3 25.6 30.0 

5.1 18.9 20.0 
26.6 10.3 9.1 
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played a major role, not only in national defense, but also in the anal
ysis and management of the large amounts of information involved 
in such government programs as the decennial census and social se
curity. In short, they have brought about a revolution in the way 
we live in and think about the world and, in doing so, have become 
indispensable. 

A series of technological innovations rapidly changed computers 
and the way they are used. Time sharing, which distributed com
puter power from a single machine in a round-robin fashion among 
dozens of users in numerous locations, became commercially viable 
in the 1960s. In the 1970s very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuits 
made possible the processor on a chip, which in tum made comput
ers ubiquitous, faster, cheaper, and more powerful while computer 
memories grew bigger, cheaper, and more reliable. In the 1980s, the 
personal computer has delivered cheaper computational and storage 
resources directly to the end user and captivated millions of people 
through easy-to-learn programs for spreadsheets, word processing, 
data bases, and business graphics. At the same time, computer 
networks became more widespread, interconnecting many personal 
and time-shared machines, thereby redefining the computing base 
together with a large array of sophisticated software. As this 30-year 
period draws to an end, processors have become thousands of times 
faster at constant cost, or thousands of times smaller and cheaper 
at constant performance, than when the period began. Current 
technological trends and pioneering research activities suggest con
tinuation, if not acceleration, of technological growth over the next 
decade accompanied by even more useful and powerful applications. 

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize briefty the techno
logical areas that, in the board's judgment, hold the greatest promise 
for inftuencing the field in the next decade and to speculate on the 
changes they may bring about in our world. The technologies iden
tified and their potential users are discussed in more detail in Part 
II, along with some of the associated problems and prospects. In 
reading this chapter, the reader should keep in mind that we have 
selected key areas rather than attempting to provide a taxonomy of 
the field, and that we have excluded related technologies of commu
nications, semiconductors, packaging, and manufacturing, which are 
also necessary to meet the challenge facing the nation in computer 
science and technology. 
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MACHINES, SYSTEMS, AND SOJTWAB.E 

Perhaps the greatest promise lies in the evolution of multi
processors-systems that may harness hundreds, thousands, or p� 
tentially even millions of computers to work together on a single 
application (for example, transcription of human speech into text). 
Development of this technology is motivated by the fact that cur
rent computing power is wholly inadequate, by orders of magnitude, 
to perform most of the interesting applications of the future. The 
expectations from this technology are roughly analogous to those 
of harnessing several horses to a cart: they are more economical 
than one powerful horse; their number can be adjusted to match the 
load; and working together they can exceed by far the power of even 
the strongest animal, thereby making possible qualitatively different 
achievements. As with horses, efFective ways must be developed to 
harness these machines in order to exploit their power. 

Multiprocessors ofFer generic and broad potential utility. The 
technology involves new computational engines that are economical, 
scalable, and of potentially far greater power than those available 
today. That power should help multiprocessors achieve ambitious 
new applications of artificial intelligence, such as real-time speech 
understanding, machine vision, learning, natural language under
standing, and better machine reasoning. If successful, these applica
tions would open an entirely new world of computer uses. Finally, by 
linking together a large number of the most powerful superproces
sors, multiprocessor architectures might even lead to ultracomputers 
that could truly expand the capabilities of physical science through 
computer simulation of immense problems, thereby creating a new 
set of scientific tools, such as major computational observatories, 
computational microscopes, computational chemical or biochemical 
reactors, and computational wind tunnels. 

Beyond multiprocessors, another meJor direction in the systems 
area involves the interconnection via networks of geographically re
mote computers into distributed systems. A distributed system can 
consist of a handful of interconnected machines in a modest-sized 
office, of a few thousand machines in a large corporation, or even 
a few million computers belonging to individuals and organizations 
throughout the country. Unlike the processors in a multiprocessor, 
which work on the same task under central control, the computers 
of a· distributed system work mainly on difFerent tasks under the 
control of their difFerent users. The power of a distributed system 
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of computers versus that of an equal number of independent nonin
teracting computers comes from its ability to intercommunicate in 
order to exchange the information needed for or supplied by the lo
cal computations. Distributed systems mirror human organizations 
and individuals, which, though largely autonomous in their work, 
communicate occasionally with one another toward achieving indi
vidual as well as common goals. Such systems therefore promise to 
enhance information-related functions within and between organiza
tions, from routine office tasks to commercial transactions. 

Software is needed to realize and expand computer capabilities 
so that they are conceptually as well as physically accessible to end 
users. Software consists of the collection of computer instructions 
that specializes general purpose computers to their applications. Pro
gramming, the task of generating software, is difficult and expensive 
for a variety of reasons that we discuss in Chapter 6. The expected 
proliferation of multiprocessors and distributed systems will create 
further software and programming challenges. Nevertheless, devel
opment of software may achieve greater progress than in the past 
through development and use of tools and techniques for increasing 
software productivity, a crucial goal for researchers and industry. 

Reaping the benefits of computers will depend on improving the 
interface with the user. Graphics and visualization are one source of 
the necessary improvements. Until recently, computer graphics had 
been used primarily by scientists and engineers. With the large-scale 
introduction of personal computers and workstations with bit-map 
displays, graphics is fulfilling its promise. Direct manipulation of 
objects on the screen is replacing traditional, much less user-friendly 
interaction via typed command languages . .AJJ a result, sophisticated 
computer technology is becoming widely accessible to casual users, 
lay persons, and even young children. • Improvements in graphics, 
visualization, and the user interface in general will draw on advances 
in computer hardware and software and on inputs from cognitive 
psychologists and other experts on interactions between people and 
machines. 

Graphics and visualization are having a particularly strong im
pact on scientific research, especially when supercomputers, which 

*Much of thia technology, popularly auociated with the Apple Macintosh, 
emanates from developments at Xerox Palo Alto Research Center beginning in 
the early 1970.. 
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generate and proceBB muaive amounts of data, are involved (Mc
Cormick et al. 1987). Fields such as molecular modeling and com
putational chemistry, solids modeling for mechanical engineering, 
computational fluids dynamics, and computational astronomy re
quire visualizations of considerable complexity involving the use of 
color-shaded, (pseudo-) realistically portrayed objecte and data. Ad
vanced applications are beginning to call for animated as well as 
static images. 

.AB.TDICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The expected growth of multiproceSBOrs and continued research 
strides in speech understanding and machine vision are expected to 
advance sensory computing substantially during the next decade. To 
the extent that sensory systems become as successful as we expect, 
they will have a dramatic impact on the way people interact with 
computers, since speech and vision, unlike typing, are natural means 
of human communication. Thus, sensory systems can make comput
ers easier and faster to use and therefore accessible to a wider range 
of people than they are today. 

Another important aspect of artificial intelligence (AI) is ex
pert systems. These systems represent and use human knowledge 
for the solution of problems in specialized domains that are difficult 
enough to require significant human expertise for their solution. For 
example: in manufacturing, a well-known expert system is given 
a customer order for a computer installation and then designs a 
manufacturable configuration of the subsystems and schedules pro
duction; in finance, expert systems 888ist bank officers in deciding 
the credit worthiness of loan applications. Currently available expert 
systems present only the beginnings of what may someday be pos
sible. The evolution of more powerful multiprocessors, paradigms, 
and algorithms supporting ongoing research in the representation, 
acquisition, and utilization of the knowledge needed by expert sys
tems is expected to increase their usefulness and ubiquity, blending 
them into the general stream of computer systems and applications. 

Machine intelligence is also advancing through deeper cognitive 
systems and, in particular, machine learning. Unlike expert systems, 
which are preprogrammed with expert knowledge, learning systems 
are capable of learning from the tasks they perform through practice, 
much as people do. 

Finally, robotics is another technology that involves machines 
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that are sufficiently intelligent to interact with the physical world 
to perform designated tasks. Robotics builds on sensory computing 
as well as mechanisms capable of subtle motions. The evolution of 
effective robotic systems could result in several benefits-increased 
factory productivity and, perhaps as significantly, the ability to pro
duce individually tailored products at mass production costs. 

THEORETICAL COMPUTER SCIENCE 

AB a young discipline, computer science is in the process of 
building up its theoretical base and will probably continue to do 
so for many years to come. Until that base of theory is more fully 
developed, we will be able to use computers to solve only a tiny 
fraction of known problems in theory and applications. The utility of 
theory in computer science, as in other more mature fields, is that it 
helps to order and explain complex phenomena through simple laws, 
it discovers limits on what is possible, and it guides the discovery of 
new principles and new possibilities for computers. 

To date, there have been important advances in the areas of 
computational complexity, which considers the intrinsic difficulty of 
solving a given problem; in algorithms and their analysis, whereby 
new procedures are sought to solve difficult problems; and in se
mantics and languages, whereby as a result of theoretical insights, 
certain important system programs (compilers) are now routinely 
constructed. Theory has also contributed to cryptology, whereby 
methods have been developed for ensuring the privacy and authenti
cation of computer messages. 

CONCLUSION 

The technological developments highlighted above, along with 
the existing technological base of computers, paint a picture of 
formidable prospective tools for the Information Age. However, if 
these tools are to be widely available and truly effective, several 
steps must be taken to facilitate their development and use . Basic 
research and better, more widespread data networking are two of the 
most important such steps. 
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The Promise of Infrastructure 

The board believes that the effective use of computer technology 
will increasingly require a networking infrastructure. We envision a 
nationwide computer communications capability that would enable 
any computer in the United States to communicate with any other 
computer easily, reliably, and over a broad range of speeds com
mensurate with individual application needs. This capability could 
accelerate the conversion of computer technology advances to prac
tical uses in businesses and homes, and it could help businesses and 
other organizations increase their productivity. 

The board has addressed some of these issues in reviewing federal 
proposals to improve networking for U.S. researchers (CSTB 1988) . 
It sees in that narrow context powerful options for improving the way 
the community at large does ita business. In advance of an effort to 
study the issues &BBOciated with that much larger goal, however, we 
review the motivation for our interest in improving networking on a 
national scale. 

INJOB.MATION NETWOBXS 

Almost 50 years elapsed between the invention of the telephone 
in 1876 and completion of the national toll network. The first na
tionwide plan for providing good random accesa service was put forth 
in 1925. A long time, perhaps, but today we take voice telephone 

14 
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service for granted. We can call anyone, anywhere. We know how to 
operate virtually any telephone anywhere. If we do not know a per
son's number, we can look it up in a telephone book or call directory 
assistance. Once a call is connected, we can talk as fast as we are able, 
and we can use any language we wish . The telephone network han
dles it all with ease. Our commerce, our pleasures, and our everyday 
life have come to depend on the existence of this richly connected, 
ubiquitously available voice communication highway system. 

By contrast, almost none of the characteristics just cited applies 
to the communication of information between computers. The com
puter networks of today, and often individual computers, are islands 
unto themselves. They are not interconnected, and it is not p08Sible 
to send information between any two systems. The members of the 
Computer Science and Technology Board, for example, are members 
of leading institutions in computer technology in our nation, yet 
we are often unable to send electronic mail among ourselves with
out great difficulty and without using pa�hways and circumventions 
unavailable to the general public. 

To understand this, consider that, in order to make a voice 
telephone connection, in principle it is necessary only to connect 
two electrical wires. To allow computers to communicate is much 
more difficult because, in addition to physical connectivity, there 
must also be logical connectivity. To explain: computers transmit 
and receive blocks of bits, which must be packaged in particular 
formats. For example, each package must contain the address of the 
intended recipient, the sender's or the return address, the data being 
communicated, so-called check bits intended for error control (one 
erroneous bit can ruin a message with millions of bits), as well as 
other routing and control information. Designers of communicating 
systems must agree on exactly how these packages of bits are to be 
constructed. In addition, every user must agree on the sequence of 
steps required to establish a connection, and on what procedures 
must be followed in the event of a transmission error or under any of 
a number of other exceptional conditions. 

The collection of formats for packaging data and the rules that 
govern the logical flow of data transmission are called data commu
nication protocols. While there has been a significant international 
effort to standardize on several protocols, the attendant development 
of consensus has taken too long relative to the pace of computer tech
nology, and many small networks have been constructed using many 
different protocols. In effect, these different networks do not speak 
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the same language and are unable to communicate with one another, 
except perhaps with a great deal of effort. 

In computer networking, just as in transportation networks, the 
speed at which individual users can operate is an important consid
eration. For decades the nation lived with and became accustomed 
to a teletype network that transported data at about 150 bits per 
second, a rate roughly equivalent to fast human typing. In the 196011, 
computer modems were introduced to connect computers to the voice 
telephone network. Starting at rates of 110 bits per second, these 
devices have evolved so that today moat data traffic is transmitted 
over voice facilities at 1 ,200 bits per second. At this speed, a page of 
text appears on a display screen in about 8 seconds. While this speed 
may be appropriate for displaying meaaages, there are many appli
cations, especially in computer-to-computer communication, which 
would thrive on greater, even much greater, speeds. • Imagine trying 
to skim through a book to find a particular section if it took 8 seconds 
to tum every page or trying to acceaa remote supercomputers that 
consume and generate data at millions of bits per second. 

The extensive wiring of the nation with optical fibers by the com
mon carriers represents an important national facility for high-speed 
computer communication. The latest fiber systems have data rates 
of 1.7 billion bits per second, equivalent to some 50,000 simultaneous 
voice telephone calla, on each hair-thin fiber. Moreover, the progreaa 
in lightwave tran811liaaion during the last decade has been such that 
the trail8miaaion capability of fibers has doubled each year. We ex
pect rapid progress to continue for at least another 5 to 10 years. 
We also welcome the growth in digital communications services and, 
in particular, the movement toward voice-data integration, network 
standards such as the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model, 
and higher speed services available to individuals (e.g., through int• 
grated services digital networks (ISDN) being introduced gradually 
by common carriers). But the current and anticipated situation for 
computers is very much as if we had built a superhighway system 
spanning the nation without on and off ramps, without a connecting 

• A hich-reaolution ICnMID in today'• workatationa often diaplaya a mbdure 
of ted and lfaphica compriainc aeveral mil6on biu of information. A typical 
prolf&m uaed even for auch mundane purpoaea u word proceuin1 ia of roqhly 
the aame aiae, meuured in biu. Engineeriq drawinp and photocraphic imac• 
are yet other examplea of information requirinc million• of bita to d•cribe. We 
cannot tranamit quickly or economically theae kinda of information OYer current 
lonc-diatance data networb. 
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network of local access roads, and without common understanding 
of vehicle speeds, widths, and loads. 

A national information networking capability could build on 
evolving digital communication facilities. It could extend accea to a 
number of information and network-based services now only available 
to relatively afliuent computer users and make possible new public
access services that can only be sustained if done on a sufficiently 
large scale or that require state-of-the-art networking technologies 
(see Figure 1) . If the history of the highway and telephone systems 
is any indication of what the future may hold, a new infrastructure 
based on computer networking might also result in an array of new 
information industries and businesaes that we cannot even foresee at 
this time. Nevertheless, in what follows, we describe some of the uses 
we envision from our current vantage point. 

USES 01!' INl!'OB.MATION NETWOBXS 
ON A NATIONAL SCALE 

The potential uses of expanded, nationwide computer network
ing are suggested by existing systems as well as by our understanding 
of emerging technologies. Information and information-related ser
vices are already bought, sold, or otherwise transacted within and 
between enterprises. For example, many traditional service indus
tries (e.g., finance, insurance, accounting, and law) depend heavily 
on information as a product or a component, while newer services 
(e.g., electronic mail, electronic access to bibliographic data bases, 
and large-scale systems design and integration) have emerged as a 
result of developments in computer technology and its uses. 

Existing networks also provide glimpses of the potential of net
working to enhance productivity in the manufacturing sector. Com
puter networks can facilitate collaboration among dispersed design 
teams and enhance interaction among distributed design, 

·
manu

facturing, and marketing personnel. Such activities have begun to 
emerge at the most progressive companies, and we expect their ef
fectiveness to grow with expert systems and multiproce&ll()rs. Com
merce can be made more efficient by the electronic exchange of 
orders, invoices, and payments, in lieu of much slower exchanges by 
conventional mail. The automation of ordering, invoicing, and so on, 
is called electronic data interchange (EDI). Today, some firms use 
their own networks for EDI, while others rely on shared networks and 
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FIGURE 1 Enhanced, nationwide computer networking could make a. growing variety of infor
mation services a.va.ila.ble to a.ll segments of the economy. 
Provided through the courleay of Paci&c Bell (a. Pacific Teleaia company) . Alan Ma.rcoa, a.rliat. 
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third-party computer services. In either case, the computer networks 
they use for such transactions are limited in scope and service. 

Networking on a national scale would support (economically) the 
establishment of a variety of computer-based, public acceBB informa
tion resources, such as a national digital library which might make it 
p088ible for anyone, anywhere in the nation, to access and read any 
book, report, magazine, or newspaper (at a nominal cost). In the 
research community, we have already seen how achieving the bene
fits of supercomputers is closely intertwined with networking, which 
allows remote access to these scarce and costly facilities as well as 
collaboration among dispersed researchers (CSTB 1988) . Realizing 
the potential for new, information resources would require not only 
advances in networking, but also advances in storage, retrieval, cod
ing and cl888ification systems (to facilitate information access and 
maximize its usefulneBB), and user interfaces. 

Other countries, smaller in scale and slower to deregulate their 
communications industries, have established more or leBB nationwide 
public data networks run by governmental postal, telephone, and 
telegraph authorities (PTTs). Those networks have offered limited 
protocol, equipment, and speed support, but in some cases PTTs 
have begun to explore the potential for nationwide information ser
vices. Perhaps the IJ108t frequently-cited example is the videotext 
service in France that combines Minitel terminals (provided by the 
government) with a public data network. Through Minitels, many 
information-based services are available through a uniform mode of 
access to consumers: telephone directories, travel and entertainment 
schedules, shopping, and more, but only a few have large customer 
followings. The Minitel experience underscores the challenges of 
implementing information services on the large scale and in the free
enterprise environment that characterize the United States, let alone 
for providing the richer service offerings that emerging technologies 
can make pOBBible. 

In this country, the greatest progress toward nationwide, inter
organizational networking service has been achieved in the nt&earch 
community. For example, the government launched Arpanet through 
DARPA in 1969. It has been a model for subsequent public data net
works, including those offered commercially; and in the research 
world, it has been complemented and augmented by such general
purpose networks as Bitnet and multiple special-purpose networks 
(e.g., the Space Physics Analysis Network). The fragmentation of 
research networking, the low quality of many research networks, and 
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the benefits of nationwide interconnectivity for reaearchers, have led 
to proposals for a national research network with widespread accee
sibility, high speeds, and a variety of UIIOCiated information services 
(OSTP 1987) . But even this specialized project raises many quee
tions about costs, financing, the role of computer, communications, 
and other companies, the role of the government, and so on, u well 
u appropriate technology (CSTB 1988) . Note that the goals and 
benefits of a national research network can be met by a loose feder
ation of smaller, private and public networks; •national• should not 
necessarily be taken to mean monolithic or even government-owned. 

Serving the economy u a whole, public data networking (through 
value-added networks) and such network-hued services u EDI and 
electronic mail are commercially available in this country. The de
velopment of the markets for these services hu been slower then 
projected and, for much of this decade, unprofitable. The growth 
of these markets is tied to growing recognition of the benefits of 
networking computers, growing comfort among a wide range of peo
ple with the use of computers, u well u the spread of computer 
equipment and the development of applications that combine data 
processing with communications. It is also expected that emerging 
standards (e.g., standards for EDI document formats, for voice-data 
integration, for logical connectivity of people engaged in applications, 
and for electronic mail system interoperability) will contribute to the 
demand for network-hued services. 

The board recognizes that achieving its vision of nationwide 
computer networking with greater speed, logical connectivity, and 
accessibility u well u a richer menu of services than now available 
raises many questions including the following: 

• What are the principal technical obstacles, and what would 
be involved in overcoming them? 

• Does nationwide service require a single physical network? 
• Is industry likely to supply the necessary features and services 

on its own, and if so, in what time frame? 
• What would this national capability coat, and how should it 

be paid for? 
• What social, economic, and legal side-effects and adjustments 

might be involved? 
• How can networking be made euy to use for all prospective 

users without compromising the privacy and security of users and 
their applications? 
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• What would be the most effective roles of government, indus
try, and other entities? 

None of the above problems is insurmountable, but, 88 the above 
list suggests, planning and management as well 88 technology will be 
important in enhancing computer networking on a national scale. 
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4 
A Unique Innovation Engine 

BOW AND WHY THE ENGINE HAS WOUED WELL 

The technologies and infrastructure discussed in the preceding 
sections are essential tools for meeting the national challenge in 
computer science and technology. They are based on the unparalleled 
record of achievement and innovation in U.S. computer science and 
technology during the past three decades. If we are to face the 
challenge before us, we must continue that record. To do 80 we must 
maintain the innovation engine that we have built and operated 80 
successfully. 

In simple terms, what we call the U.S. innovation engine consists 
of three components: universities, venture companies, and mature 
companies. The federal government-primarily through research and 
development funding from DARPA and NSF and to a lesser extent 
from the Office of Naval Research (ONR), the Air Force Office of 
Scientific Reaearch (AFOSR), the Department of Energy (DOE), the 
National Institutes of Health (NIH), and the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA)-plays an essential role in lu
bricating and tuning the engine and in determining its long-term 
future. Govemment has a direct interest in computer science and 
technology as a customer and as a uaer. Moreover, by influencing the 
health of the overall economy, government affects the environment for 
privately funded research and development as well as privat•sector 
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market development. Finally, government has also advanced com
puter technology by underwriting large projects that link companies 
and universities to produce novel systems and prototypes. 

The universities perform most of the basic research that fuels 
the engine, and they supply the talent required to pursue research 
and development activities acr088 the economy. Because they are 
organized specifically to aeek new knowledge and disseminate it, uni
versities are where novel and innovative ideas have been and are 
most likely to be hatched. Over the last three decades, the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency has played a leading role in 
funding basic research in computer science at universities. DARPA's 
strategy has stressed the funding of a few high-risk visionary projects 
and the building of a critical mass of proven research talent at rela
tively few locations. And through most of its history, DARPA has 
invested in technologies that have proved to have both military and 
civilian applications, thereby using research dollars to stimulate com
mercial development. DARPA's approach has produced landmark 
innovations that include time-sharing, artificial intelligence and ex
pert systems, computer graphics, VLSI design tools, packet-switched 
networks, and, more recently, new architectures for multiprocessor 
and distributed systems. NSF has also been a maJor contributor 
to university-based basic research and is credited with funding sev
eral important advances in theoretical computer science as well as 
supporting experimental computer science and upgraded educational 
facilities. Smaller yet significant contributions to basic research have 
been made under funds provided by the military services, NASA, 
NIH, and the Department of Energy. These innovations represent 
some of the most important thrusts in computer science and tech
nology over the past 30 years, and they account for the successful 
operation of the university component of the U.S. innovation engine. 

Successful world leadership in computer science and technology 
would not have been possible without venture and mature compa
nies. Landmark industrial innovations include modem semiconduc
tor technology, the microprocessor, the personal computer, rotating 
and solid state memories, supercomputer architectures, as well as 
several materials, packaging, and manufacturing breakthroughs. 

For most companies, the pressure to sustain and increase profits 
makes it difficult to justify long-term research. Moreover, companies 
are loathe to invest in acquiring new knowledge that might accrue to 
the benefit of outsiders, particularly competitors. This is especially 
the case with the fast-paced computer technology, where the head 
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start advantage of the innovator may be short-lived. Venture com
panies, which are often spin-oft's from university computer science 
departments or from large companies, translate the results of re
search into leading-edge products and get technological innovations 
into the marketplace relatively quickly. Venture companies do vir
tually no research, lacking the time or the resources to do anything 
other than get their new products to market. Mature companies, 
which in many cases began as smaller venture companies two or 
three decades ago, also contribute new technologies. Only a few of 
the largest mature companies conduct basic research, often under 
the pre88Ure of product development needs. Their primary emphasis 
lies in anticipating and meeting the world's demand for large num
bers of innovative, reliable, and affordable computer products of high 
quality. 

The U.S. innovation engine works because ita components com
plement one another. People and ideas flow among the three compo
nents of the engine, helping to integrate the intellectual curiosity of 
academia, the vigor and flexibility of the entrepreneur, and the re
sources and dependability of the giant corporations. This union is not 
perfect: companies and, in particular, computer science and tech
nology graduate programs have complained of shortages in skilled 
computer science and technology personnel; college programs have 
suffered from obsolete equipment; university researchers are often 
slow to explore the real-life problems facing companies; the capital 
markets are too impatient, with a quick profit orientation that dis
courages risk taking and disparages long-term research; shakeouts 
among the venture companies often sweep away good ideas before 
they have any chance to pay off and too frequently reward the imita
tor rather than the innovator; large companies are often bureaucratic 
and reluctant to adopt new ideas. But, at least until now, the en
gine's strengths have clearly outweighed these weakneaaea, and the 
ability of the United States to generate and bring to market a steady 
stream of innovations has been unparalleled. 

THE RESEARCH INPB.A.STB.UCTUB.E 

An important element responsible for the aucceaaea of the inno
vation engine in both academia and industry has been the presence 
of an experimental infrastructure consisting of advanced research 
tools. Advanced research tools are as essential to the �ork of many 
computer scientists as particle accelerators have been to the work of 
high-energy physicists. Their importance is directly related to the 
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largely experimental character of the discipline. Advanced technolog
ical systems will continue to be required by experimental computer 
scientists who are attempting to address research problems at the 
cutting edge of the field. Three important elements of this research 
infrastructure are discussed below. 

Advanced Computer Resources lor Research 

Providing researchers with machines of the greatest pOIIible 
speed and memory capacity and with the moat advanced software 
systems has proven to be a sound investment in the future. In the 
past, dedicated large computers and forefront workstations enabled 
researchers to write larger progruns, express them better, run them 
more rapidly, and advance the state of the art faster than they could 
have if they had had to rely on more limited personal computers or on 
the keyboards of dumb terminals attached to time-shared mainframe 
computers. Network connections have enabled researchers to share 
their results and gain acce88 to important sources of information. 

In the future, local computational resources for individual re
searchers will grow in number and improve in individual perfor
mance. We expect that massive multiproce880rs and many of the 
other promising technological innovations already mentioned and 
further described in Part n will find their way into tomorrow's ad
vanced workstations. The trend must continue if the U.S. arsenal of 
research tools is to be the best worldwide, enabling U.S. researchers 
to be among the first in making and consequently in exploiting new 
discoveries. 

PrototypJng Through E:omlatlcm and Simulation 

A second important element of the research environment has 
consisted of powerful emulators and simulators-tools used to proto
type ambitious software and hardware systems before they are built. 
Typically, these tools take a relatively long time (perhaps hours) to 
imitate how the system being analyzed would behave in a very short 
time interval (perhaps a fraction of a second). Nevertheless, they 
save time and money compared to the alternative of building and 
testing systems baaed on new and uncertain ideas. The increasingly 
complex architectures of contemplated systems, such as multiproces
sors, speech and vision systems, and supercomputers, make this kind 
of pre-production modeling mandatory. 
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lm:proyed VLSI Deslp and PabrlcatlOD 

The third important component of the computer science research 
infrastructure has been the design and prototyping of new solid state 
circuits (VLSI chips) that are the building blocks of all computer 
systems. Improvements in VLSI architectures, i.e. , in the design of 
these circuits in terms of more elementary components, and in the 
processes that translate these designs into silicon implementations 
are important because they lead to more powerful VLSI functions 
that, in turn, make ever more sophisticated computer applications 
pOBBible. For example, a key innovation at the chip level giving rise 
to crucial and novel components of a special-purpose multiproces
sor might, in turn, lead to higher-level systems capable of speech 
understanding, vision, and learning. VLSI improvements also have 
strong commercial implications. For example, the relatively low cost 
of the many home appliances that utilize microelectronics is a direct 
consequence of more powerful and leSB expensive VLSI components. 

An important issue related to VLSI design has been the ability 
of the research community to convert its ideas into silicon circuitry 
as rapidly as pOBBible. To date, researchers have used private com
panies along with the government-sponsored Metal Oxide Semicon
ductor Implementation System (MOSIS) foundry to that end with 
turnaround times from design to silicon prototype ranging from a few 
weeks to several months. Increasing dependence of computer systems 
on their components, the fast pace of change in computer technology, 
and growing foreign competition in semiconductor technology make 
it important to strengthen these foundry processes, speed up their 
turnaround times, make them more widely available, and maintain 
them at the cutting edge of research frontiers as a crucial component 
of the research infrastructure. 

WHY THE ENGINE MAY NOT RUN SMOOTHLY 
IN THE PUTURE 

The U.S. system has proved uniquely successful on a global scale. 
Other nations, including our strongest competitors, have different 
institutional structures, which, by and large, have not been as con
ducive to computer science innovation. That is, national differences 
have inhibited the duplication of our innovation engine. Japan, for 
example, has healthy mature companies that have generated impres
sive advances in the implementation of computer technologies, but 
its universities are weaker innovators and the country has virtually 
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no venture sector. Westem European companies, mature or venture, 
lack U.S. strength or consistency in bringing innovatiorus to market, 
while the venerable Westem European universities do not contribute 
as extensively to innovation in computer science as do their U.S. 
counterparts. This has not stopped the Europearus, however, from 
becoming very successful at innovating programming languages (such 
as Ada and Pascal). 

In the absence of comparably efFective institutiorus, other coun
tries have tended to depend on innovations generated by U.S. re
search. This dependence, as well as widespread appreciation for the 
global scale of competition in computer-related markets, has led in
dustrialized and newly industrializing natiorus to embark on programs 
involving government, industry, and/or academia to strengthen lo
cal computer science and technology capabilities. With consistent 
funding and commitment among the parties, these programs may 
eventually give rise to robust innovation engines tailored to difFerent 
local societies. This development may take time, but many nations 
look more favorably than the United States does on investments 
with long payback periods. In the meantime, competitors from other 
natiorus who may follow U.S. firms in introducing new products ben
efit from lower expenditures on research , development, and market 
building. In this copy-cat environment, productivity and the many 
factors that give rise to competitiveness (such as product design, 
marketing, pricing, and quality) determine which competitors-and 
which countries-will be market leaders over the long run. 

Foreign nations are becoming increasingly competent in com
puter science and technology, a development that may increase their 
productivity and competitiveness compared to those of the United 
States. In the aggregate, the U.S. trade surplus in computer and 
busine88 equipment peaked in 1981 at just under $7 billion; by 1986, 
it had fallen to about $2.2 billion (CBEMA 1987; see Figure 2). If 
the pattem in computer science and technology were to follow that 
of textiles, steel, automobiles, and machine tools, we would lose a 
key source of competitive advantage in the world economy and a 
key source of national security. Already the Far East has achieved 
superior market share in commodity semiconductors (DRAMs) and 
personal computers (clones of U.S. machines) manufactured in the 
Pacific Basin (see Figure 3) . While these products may not be 
state-of-the-art, Japan has moved aggressively into supercomputer 
production (it already produces some of the fastest machines avail
able), and the West Europeans have made substantial advances in 
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software and systems integration. Further, Japanese strengths in 
consumer electronics are expected to facilitate computer technology 
development in such areas as optics, which ia a focus of emerging 
storage technologies. • 

The necessary development of the field and maintenance of the 
U.S. innovation engine are �peded by underrecognition of the need 
for basic research in computer science and technology. The situation 
is symptomatic of the more general problem in U.S. industry of not 
adopting a sWiiciently long-term perspective, as has been revealed 
in the more established industrial sectors of chemicals and aircraft 
(positively) and steel, automobiles, and co1111umer electronics (nega
tively) (U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment 1983; OECD 
1985). While far-sighted companies may invest in the tools, facili
ties, and training required or their product strategies, U.S. industry 
generally does not tend to invest significantly in either basic research 
at universities or basic education. Such investments have long been 
the province of government, to which we direct our concerns. 

Because basic computer science research depends so heavily on 
funding from two organizations-DARPA and NSF-it is particu
larly se1111itive to changes in policy and funding behaviors at those 
organizations. For example, DARPA has recently begun to retreat 
from its traditional support of long-term basic research. Funding of 
basic computer science research has declined since 1983, while fund
ing for applied research has more than doubled. DARPA has also 
begun to seek research results with more immediate military rele
vance and has instituted more bureaucratic procedures for funding 
and managing new projects. In part because the experimental nature 
of computer science research makes tight management difficult, this 
trond may undermine progress in the computer field. 

Recently, NSF has attracted attention through its programs to 
launch supercomputer research centers and provide computer net
working for researchers. These programs operate out of the same 
unit respollllible for most of NSF 's computer research funding; they 
use computer technology and employ computer scientists to &88iat 
researchers in the physical sciences, but they do not support basic 
research in computer science and technology. In contemplating the 

* Competitiveneu in computer �eience and kchnoloiY depencla on many 
factors and ia aenaitive to many influencea. In recop.ition of the importance 
and complexity of the topic, the board ia planning to focU. project• on key 
iaauea pertaining to the competitiveneaa of the U.S. computer aector. 
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future of this area, it is important for policymakers to recognize that 
increasing the computer sophistication of the physical (and other) 
sciences, although extremely important, is not the same as conduct
ing computer science research. ConHquently, funding for scientific 
computing should be evaluated separately from funding for computer 
science research. 

The NSF contribution to basic computer science research is leas 
than half that of DARPA-approximately $60 million versus approx
imately $155 million. A maJor component of the NSF effort-the 
computer and computational research program-was funded at $19 
million in 1987, grew only to $20 million in 1988, and is likely to 
grow by le88 than $2 million in 1989 in a highly constrained budget 
environment. Coming from the two principal federal supporters of 
this field, this order of magnitude for federal basic computer science 
research support, approximately $215 million, is alarmingly low. To
tal federal investment in basic computer science research, including 
high-performance computing research, is estimated by OSTP at only 
$300 million (OSTP 1987). Both figures may also be overestimates, 
since some applied reaearch tends to be labeled basic research. 

The board may study computer science and technology research 
pattems to derive more insight into current trends. But available ev
idence arouBeB its concern since, as noted below, pursuing even one of 
the grand challenges in the field may require more than $100 million 
dollars. In a budget environment that is driven by the immediate 
mi88ions of government agencies and characterized by fragmentation 
of support among multiple agencies with multiple mi88ions, computer 
science and technology appears to be at risk of losing support for ba
sic research at a time when increased funding is needed more than 
ever before. As a relatively young field, with only the beginnings of 
the theoretical and empirical bases needed to achieve the substan
tial advances described elsewhere, computer science and technology 
is particularly vulnerable to the increasing politicization of federal 
research support. 
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5 
Rec ommendati ons 

The most important element of the challenge before us is the 
potential of computer science and technology to improve the na-
tion's economic productivity and competitiveness. We recognize that 
improvements in these areas will not be achieved by technological 
progress alone; changes must also address a long list of economic, 
educational, managerial, labor, financial, trade, and policy iBBues 
that have been partially identified and are still the topic of current 
investigations and discu•ions. If progre• in these areas is sufficient 
to maintain the United States at a level of rough parity with other 
nations, then national primacy in computer science and techilology 
could supply a much-needed competitive edge. 

Another significant element of the challenge of continued lead
ership in computer science and technology involves the national de
fense. The U.S. military depends heavily on computers in the oper
ation of strategic, tactical, intelligence, logistic, and command and 
control systems and is supporting significant research on a number of 
new-generation computing technologies with potential military ap
plications. Continued and enhanced leadership in computer science 
and technology ensures a healthier and stronger U.S. defense capa-
bility. Indeed, the vital dual role played by computers in defense and 
in the civilian economy plus their contribution to scientific research 
underscores that leadership in information technology is essential to 
U.S. national security. 
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The United States has no coordinating agency corresponding to 
Japan's Ministry of International Trade and Industry, and our na
tion has neither the appetite for nor the inclination toward centrally 
directed 5-year plans. If the U.S. government does not continue ita 
established role in guiding and supporting basic research in computer 
science, no one else will. Government funding, particularly through 
DARPA, NSF, DOE, and NASA, is the de facto lever of U.S. na
tional policy for setting the future direction of computer science and 
technology. Government also plays a role in shaping the application 
of computer science and technology as, for example, through tax 
incentives or military procurement. 

We present below two broad recommendations that are aimed at 
helping the nation meet the national challenge in computer science 
and technology. The recommendations, which are mutually rein
forcing, should be regarded as guides to strategic directions. In ita 
ongoing and future work, the board will develop more specific rec
ommendations. At this time, it is the board's purpose to underscore 
the importance of the iasues and the need to 888ign high priority to 
addressing them. 

IMPROVE AND EXPAND INPOB.MATION NETWOBXING 

Options should be evaluated for improving the computer com
munications infrastructure of the United Statee-providing for such 
features as fast, high-quality data transmi•ion, support for a range 
of computer systemB, ease of use, economical nationwide intercon
nectivity, and access to a range of information services and resources. 
At the same time potential costs and financing should be considered, 
along with risks, design alternatives and technology requirements, 
social and economic impacts, legal and regulatory aspects, and roles 
for industry and government. As the ongoing debate surrounding the 
more limited but component issue of improved computer network
ing for scientific researchers has shown, the issues 8880Ciated with 
providing a nationwide service are numerous and complex ( CSTB 
1988). The board itself has begun and will continue to evaluate is
sues surrounding the information infrastructure. It recommends that 
the Congre• and the Executive Branch also pursue such study u a 
first step toward developing appropriate policy. 

As emphasized above, a substantially improved information in
frastructure could help the United States to achieve many of the 
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potential benefits promiaed but not yet neceaaarily achieved by com
puters, in particular those for improving productivity. The infra
structure could also accelerate implementation of many of the ad
vances expected in computer science and technology, especially those 
conducive to network-baaed acceaa or those that involve intercon
nection themselves. This promise, combined with the challenge to 
preserve U.S. leadership in the computer field, makes it imperative 
to explore information infrastructure options now. 

SUPPORT JUNDAMENTAL ADVANCES IN 
COMPUTED. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

Continued national strength in any industrial sector calla for 
sustained, long-term research and development. At a time when 
other nations are targeting and strengthening their own national re
search and development efForts in computer-related basic research
examples include Japan's SIGMA project and the European Eco
nomic Community's Esprit project (U.S. Department of Commerce 
1988)-it ia altogether appropriate, if not imperative, that the United 
States step up ita own efForts. 

We recommend that the strengthening of U.S. basic research 
in computer science and technology be achieved by identifying and 
funding grand challenges in the field, investing in human resources, 
strengthening the research environment, and increasing funding for 
basic research. Some of the relevant issues are diacuased below. 

Identify and Pond Grand Challenges 

Aa in other fields of scientific endeavor, in computer science 
and technology there are a number of grand challenges worthy of 
long-term research support. Such challenges, if succesafully met, 
would generate major advances in the field and create significant 
spin-ofl'a in industry and government. We present here a partial list 
of such grand challenges, without suggesting that every item should 
be pursued. Instead, a few of these challenges combined with others 
of comparable magnitude from other lists should be selected and 
funded by government on a long-term basis. 

1. Technology for large, correct software systems. The maJor 
component of the coat of computation ia now the development and 
maintenance of software. Not only ia the coat high, but so ia the 
uncertainty: it ia exceedingly difficult to know whether a piece of 
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software is correct, and development schedules and budgets often far 
underestimate actual coats. This challenge calla for tools, methods, 
and predefined components that will allow development at reason
able, predictable coat of large software systems (i.e. ,  systems that 
require a million lines of code) that are knowably correct when they 
are released and that admit of modification at a coat proportional to 
the magnitude of change. 

2. An ultra-reliable computer system. This challenge would en
tail development of hardware and software technologies for computer 
systems that could run 20 years or more on average without fail
ing. Hardware-baaed fault tolerance requires research in redundant 
architectures at the component level. Software-baaed fault tolerance 
requires research in software-baaed dynamic reconfiguration of sys
tems, involving concepts of virtual memories, virtual proceaaea , and 
virtual data paths. Fault tolerance baaed on artificial intelligence 
requires research in intelligent monitoring, automated diagnosis, and 
repair. Ultra-reliable computers would benefit all applications, par
ticularly in space and in hazardous, critical environments. 

3. A trillion operations per second ultracomputer. Development 
of the so-called tera-ops computer system would require advances 
in a number of component technologies, such as a microproceaaor 
with 1 to 10 nanoseconds cycle time, a billion bits of memory on a 
square inch chip, and a multiproceaaor-memory-awitch system with a 
trillion bits per second bandwidth. Achievement of such an ultracom
puter would make p088ible novel scientific explorations and advances 
(see Chapter 6). To achieve this goal, research is needed in multi
proceuing, parallel algorithms, switching, graphics, and memory 
management. 

4. A translating telephone. This challenge calla for the devel
opment of a telephone by means of which people, speaking different 
languages, can converse directly. The Japanese have already un
dertaken this challenge by recently initiating a 7-year $120 million 
(16 billion yen) project toward developing a phone system in which 
a Japanese speaker can converse with an English speaker in real 
time. This challenge requires a speech system capable of recogniz
ing large-vocabulary, spontaneous, unrehearsed, continuous speech; 
a natural-sounding speech synthesis approach that preserves speaker 
characteristics; and a natural language translation system capable of 
dealing with ambiguity, nongrammaticality, and incomplete phrases. 
Since achievement of a translating telephone would, in effect, be a si
multaneous achievement of speech recognition, it would have a broad 
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and dramatic impact on human-machine communication throughout 
essentially all computer applications. 

5. Specific systems that learn from practice. There has been a 
long and continuing interest in systems that learn and discover from 
examples, observations, and books. Currently, there is some research 
on systems that can learn from signals and symbols. Two longer-term 
grand challenges in this area are to develop computers that (a) can 
read a chapter in a college freshman text (say physics or accounting) 
and answer the questions at the end of the chapter, and (b) learn 
to assemble an appliance (like a food processor) from observing a 
person doing the same task. Both are extremely hard problems 
requiring advances in sensory computing, language, problem-solving 
techniques, and, most important, learning theory. Achievement of 
these challenges would open the door to systems that can learn by 
observation and practice and would therefore result in systems that 
improve continuously and adapt to change, thereby liberating us from 
the tedium and inflexibility of programming at the outset against all 
foreseeable eventualities. 

6. Self-replicating systems. There have been a few theoretical 
studies in this area since the 1950s. The problem is of some practical 
interest in areas such as space manufacturing. Rather than launching 
a whole factory into space, it may be possible to send a small set 
of machine tools that can produce perhaps 95 percent of the parts 
needed for such a factory, using locally available raw materials and 
assembling the factory in situ. The solution to this problem involves 
many different disciplines. Research problems in this area include 
knowledge capture for reverse engineering and replication , design for 
manufacturability, and robotics. 

Each of the above grand challenges would require and would gen
erate significant breakthroughs and fundamental advances in com
puter science and technology. In each case, success or failure could be 
clearly established and appreciated by nonexpert&. And each of these 
tasks would require long-term stable funding at significant levels. As 
we noted above, the Japanese are already budgeting some $120 mil-. 
lion over the next 7 years on the translating telephone alone (and it is 
estimated that such other major Japanese computer research efforts 
as the Fifth Generation project and the Superspeed project will each 
cost more than $100 million annually (OSTP 1987)) .  Each of the 
other grand challenges on the list would probably call for funding at 
comparable or greater levels. 

Success would by no means be guaranteed, but the payoffs from 
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these efforts, even if they achieved far le11 than total succea, would 
be substantial. Besides advancing the state of the art, the pursuit of 
such challenges would create a new generation of leading computer 
researchers, who in turn would contribute to the creative and effective 
use of computers throughout the nation. These challenges are grand, 
not only because of the immediate accomplishments sought, but 
because achieving them would give rise to immense technological 
spin-off's benefiting industry, defense, and society. 

The single most important factor crucial to the success of U.S. 
computer science and technology is a reservoir of experienced, knowl
edgeable, and creative people. Developing and benefiting from this 
invaluable human resource requires action acrou several fronts to 
increase the number and enhance the quality of the people involved .. 
For exunple, increasing the number of people well-educated in the 
productive uae of computers depends on increasing the number of 
qualified teachers at all levels, beginning with elementary school. At 
the college level, computer science has the highest student-to-faculty 
ratio of any of the physical science and engineering disciplines (Gries 
et al. 1986) . Because of the shortage of properly trained teachers, in 
many schools those teaching the subject are inadequately qualified. 

It is especially important for graduate teaching and research 
that we increase the national supply of Ph.D. holders in this field, 
for which demand from educational institutions as well as industry 
has exceeded supply by an estimated 4 to 1 ratio (Hunlin, cited 
in Gries et al. 1986) . In 1987, U.S . universities awarded only 466 
computer science Ph.D.s, 2 percent of all Ph.D.s in science and en
gineering. Almost half of those degrees went to foreign students. 
By contrast, 845 Ph.D.s were awarded in mathematical sciences. 
The average computer science department has 18.5 faculty, while 
the average mathematics department has 30.2 (NSF 1987, Gries and 
Marsh 1988) . Since the top-ranked universities are already produc
ing Ph.D.s to the limits of their capacities, the pool of research 
talent can be expanded only by substantially increasing the funding 
for additional computer science departments and by funding efforts 
to improve the teaching of computer science and technology at all 
educational levels. 

While the number of students entering graduate school in com
puter science is fortunately still increasing, there may soon be a 
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downward trend. Undergraduate enrollments, after 5 years of dra
matic annual increases and severe straining of human and physical 
resources, have declined over the past few years almost as precipi
tously as they had been increasing. Moreover, the quality of students 
pursuing college courses in computer science (and other sciences and 
engineering) appears to be declining. Students are not well-prepared 
and seem unwilling to undertake the hard work of mastering subjects 
with a mathematical basis. It is more important than ever that we 
catch the imagination of youngsters in school and create an aware
ness of the intellectual excitement and rewards of the field. We feel 
that this can best be done by teaching computation as a mode of 
thought as important as the disciplines of mathematics and the nat
ural sciences. Student and teacher interest should also be stimulated 
early with hands-on experience in schools, business, and industry via 
summer jobs, internships, sabbaticals, and the like. To continue to 
cultivate a growing pool of researchers at the college level, significant 
increases in the number of graduate fellowships and other forms of 
financial support for both students and faculty are required. 

Investing in people to become knowledgeable in computer science 
and technology goes beyond the satisfaction of basic research needs; 
it increases the talent available for more widespread use of computers 
throughout the economy. This is especially important in the areas of 
software development, with its severe mismatch between programmer 
demand and supply. The board will be examining human resource 
issues in computer science and technology in more detail to focus 
attention on problems and options for their resolution. 

Computer science has a strong experimental component whose 
past progress has been intimately linked to the availability of ad
vanced experimental resources_. Accordingly, we recommend making 
pOBBible the acquisition by research centers of advanced computer 
workstations, high-performance machines, multiprocessors, and 
other advanced computer technology research tools on an ongoing 
basis to guarantee that computer science researchers have at all times 
the best available tools to continue advancing the state of the art. We 
also recommend funding the use of advanced emulators and tools for 
prototyping to encourage and facilitate the design of innovative new 
architectures and software tools. Moreover, we recommend increased 
support for efforts in VLSI design and processes by maintaining and 
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improving foundry services such as MOSIS. Finally, acceBI to high
speed, high-functionality computer networks is critical for progreu 
in this field, as in others. 

IDcrease PmutJng for Bulc llelearch 

The board recommends that increased funding be directed to 
the promising technological areas outlined in Part I and discuBBed 
in more detail in Part II. Those areas fall within the categories of 
machines, systems, and software; artificial intelligence; and theoret
ical computer acience. The board further recommends that special 
initiatives be undertaken to strengthen promising reaearch that has 
been underfunded in the past, in particular in the areas of theory, 
software productivity, and commercial applications of computer tech
nology and infrastructure. The latter two areas are directly relevant 
to U.S. productivity and competitiveness. In the course of its ongo
ing and future work, the board will addre�� specific reaearch needs 
in various segments of the computer acience and technology field. 
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Part II 

The Science, Engineering, and 

Technologies 

In Part II we take up the acientific, engineering, and technolog
ical thrusts that were identified and summarized in Part I as moat 
likely to influence the evolution of the field in the next decade and 
beyond. Here we provide more detail about their potential uaea as 
well as some of the aaaociated problema and prospects. Again, we 
remind the reader to keep in mind two important points: first, there 
are at least four technologies relevant to the link between computers 
and productivity-computer technology, communication technology, 
semiconductor technology, and packaging and manufacturing tech
nology. We have focused on the first. Second, we are not presenting 
here an exhaustive taxonomy of all the computer subfields and their 
capabilities, but rather what we consider the moat promising. The 
absence of diacuaaion on areas such as databases does not mean that 
they are leas important, but rather that they are libly to evolve fur
ther primarily through exploitation of the principal thrusts that we 
do diacuaa, such as those in multiproceaaora and intelligent systems. 
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6 
Machines, Systems, and Software 

One of the biggest taaka facing computer designers is the devel
opment of systems that exploit the capabilities of many computers 
in the form of what are called multiprocessor and distributed sys
tems. Related to current and future hardware systems is the task of 
developing the 8880Ciated software. These three topics are discu888d 
below. 

MULTIPROCESSOR SYSTEMS 

Multiprocessor systems strive to harness tens, hundreds, and 
even thousands of computers to work together on a single taak, 
for example, to solve a large scientific problem or to understand 
human speech and transcribe it to text. These systems involve many 
processors located close to each other and with some means for 
communicating with one another at relatively high speeds. 

The effort to build multiprocessor systems is the consequence of 
a powerful economic trend. Generational advances in VLSI design 
have made it pOBBible to fabricate powerful microprocessors relatively 
cheaply; today, for example, a single silicon chip capable of executing 
1 million instructions per second costs less than $100 to make. But 
the cost of manufacturing a very high-speed single processor, using a 
number of chips and other high-speed components, haa not declined 
correspondingly. As a result, the world's faateat computers, which 
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perform only hundreds of times faster than a single microproce880r, 
cost hundreds or thousands of times as much. CoDSequently, link
ing many inexpensive proCe880rs makes sound economic sense and 
raises the pOBBibility of scalable computing, i.e . ,  using only as many 
proceBBOrs as are needed to perform a given task. 

Another important incentive to build multiproCe880r systems is 
related to physical limits. Advances in the speed of large, primarily 
single-pr0Ce880r machines have slowed down: after averaging a ten
fold increase every 7 years for more than 30 years, progre• is now 
at the rate of a threefold increase every 10 years (Kuck 1986) . These 
superpr0Ce880rs are approaching limits dictated by confticts between 
the speed of light and thermal cooling: they must be small for infor
mation to move rapidly among different circuits of the machine, yet 
they must be large to permit diBSipation of the heat generated by 
the fast circuits. Multipr0Ce880rs are expected to push these limits 
higher because they tackle problems through the concurrent opera
tions of many proce880rs. If the recent advances in superconductivity 
result in effectively raising these limits for superproCe880rs, they will 
also raise them for multipr0Ce880rs and thus the relative advantages 
of multiproce880rs over single pr0Ce880rs will remain the same. 

The key technological problems related to the creation of use
ful mutlipr0Ce880r systems include: (1) the discovery and design of 
architectures, i.e . ,  ways of interconnecting the pr0Ce880rs so that 
the resulting aggregates compute desirable applications rapidly and 
efficiently; (2) finding ways to program these large systems to per
form their complex tasks; and (3) solving the problem of reliability, 
i.e. ,  minimizing failure of performance within a system in which the 
probability of individual component failures may be high. Current 
experimental work in the multiproceBSOr area includes exploration of 
different pr0Ce880r-communication architectures, design of new lan
guages, and extension of popular older languages for multipr0Ce880r 
programming. Theoretical work includes the exploration of the ulti
mate limitations of multiproce880ra and the design of new algorithms 
suited to such systems. 

The potential uses of multipr0Ce880ra are numerous and signifi
cant. The maBSive qualitative increase in computing power expected 
of multiproceBSOrs promises to make these systems ideally suited to 
large problems of numerical and scientific computing that are charac
terized by inherent parallelism, e.g. , weather forecasting, hydro- and 
aerodynamics, weapons research, and high-energy physics. Perhaps 
more surprisingly, conventional transaction-oriented computing tasks 
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in banks, insurance companies, airlines, and other large organizations 
can also be broken down into independent subtasks-organized by 
account or flight number, for example-indicating that they can be 
managed by a multiprocessor system 88 well as, and potentially more 
cheaply than, by a conventional mainframe computer. In short, the 
fact that current programs are sequential is not a consequence of 
their natural structure in all cases, but rather of the fact that they 
had to be written sequentially to fit the sequential constraint of 
single-processor machines. 

Most promising of all, multiprocessors are viewed by many com
puter scientists 88 a prerequisite to the achievement of artificial 
intelligence applications involving the use of machines for sensory 
functions, such as vision and speech understanding, and cognitive 
functions, such as learning, natural language understanding, and 
reasoning. This view is based on the large computational require
ments of these problems and on the recognition that multiprocessor 
systems may imitate in some primitive way human neurological or
ganization: human vision relies on the coordinated action of millions 
of retinal neurons, while higher-level human cognition makes use of 
more than a trillion cells in the cerebrum. 

Traditional supercomputers, which rely on one or a handful of 
processors running at very high speeds, have already demonstrated 
their utility in several important applications. The proven capabili
ties of supercomputers will be greatly multiplied if the potential of 
multiprocessors is realized, leading to the tantalizing poaibility of 
ultracomputers, which will harness together large numbers of super
processors to yield mind-boggling computational power. Such power, 
in tum, could be used to expand scientific capabilities, for example, 
through computational observatories, computational microscopes, 
computational biochemical reactors, or computational wind tunnels. 
In these applications, massive-scale simulations would be performed 
to address previously unsolved scientific problems and to chart un
explored intellectual territory. 

DISTBIBUTED SYSTEMS 

Distributed systems are networks of geographically separate 
computers-collections of predominantly autonomous machines con
trolled by individual users for the performance of individual tasks, 
but also able to communicate the results of their computations with 
one another through some common convention. If a multiprocessor 
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system can be likened to several horses pulling a cart with a single 
destination as their goal, then a distributed system can be likened to 
a properly functioning society of individuals and organizations, pur
suing their own work under their own planning and decision schemes, 
yet also engaging in intercommunication toward achieving common 
organizational or individual goals. 

Multiprocessor systems link many computers primarily for re• 
sons of performance, whereas distributed systems are a consequence 
of the fact that computers and the people who use them are scattered 
geographically. Networking-making it pOBBible for these scattered 
machines to communicate with one another-opens up the pOBBibil
ity of using resources more efficiently; more important, it connects 
the users into a community, making it p088ible to share knowledge, 
improve current business, and transact it in new ways, for exam
ple, by purchase and sale of information and informational labor. 
Networking also raises new concerns about job displacement; the po
tential for the invasion of privacy; the dissemination and uncritical 
acceptance of unreliable, undesired, and damaging information; and 
the prospect of theft on a truly grand scale. These are reminders 
that technology, like any innovation, carries with it risks as well aa 
benefits and that safeguards must be provided to protect against 
such incursions. Devising appropriate safeguards is itself an urgent 
topic of theoretical systems research . 

Distributed systems have emerged naturally in our decentralized 
industrial society. Their emergence reftects the proliferation of com
puters, especially the spread of personal desktop computers, and the 
appetite of users for more and more information. It also reflects the 
demands of the marketplace, in which users operate sometimes as in
dividuals, at other times as members of an organization , and at still 
other times for interorganizational purposes. Distributed systems 
rely on a range of communication technologies and approaches
including telephone and local area networks, long-haul networks, 
satellite networks, cellular, packet radio and optical fiber networks
to connect computers and move information as necessary. 

Distributed systems are at the basis of modern office automation. 
They are evident in computer networks such as the ARPANET, 
which has facilitated the exchange of ideas and information within the 
nation's scientific community. Perhaps most significant, distributed 
systems have begun to transform national and intemational economic 
life, creating the beginnings of an information marketplace geared to 
the exchange of information. Electronic mail enables communities of 
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users to annotate, encapsulate, and broadcast meBBages with little or 
no handling of paper and makes it possible to send people-to-people 
or program-to-program meaaages. Customers from every part of the 
country can tap into centralized resources, including bibliographic 
databuea, electronic encyclopedias, or any of a growing number of 
specialized financial, legal, news gathering, and other information 
services. Geographically separated individuals can pool resources for 
joint work: a manual for a new product can be assembled with input 
from the technical people on one coast and from the marketing stafF 
on the other; a proposal can be circulated widely for comments and 
rebuttals from many contributors electronically. Homebound and 
disabled individuals can participate more actively in the economy, 
liberated by networking from the constraints of geographical isolation 
or physical handicap. The technology of distributed systems, through 
enhanced and nationwide network access, could have a major and 
unique impact on the future economy. 

The limitations of today's distributed systems, whether they 
form a small local system in a building or a much larger corporate 
communication system, inhibit the growth of an information mar
ketplace. They do so because the systems communicate at a rather 
low level, with the only commonly understood concepts being typed 
characters and symbols. They also are often heterogeneous, made up 
of machines from a variety of manufacturers, which employ a number 
of different hardware and software conventions. Except at the lowest 
level of communicating characters, there are no universally accepted 
standard conventions (protocols) , although such shared communica
tion regimes represent the first level of software needed for providing 
a higher level of commonality of concepts among such disparate 
machines. As a result, if two computer programs are currently to 
understand each other in order, for example, to process an invoice, 
they must be specifically programmed to do so. Such understanding 
is not shared by other number of machines unless they are similarly 
programmed. The greater the number of machines participating in 
a distributed system, the greater the agreement needed on com
mon programming. Such agreement is not easy to arrive at, in part 
because system heterogeneity makes it difficult to implement. Con
sequently, one of the major problems ahead is the development of 
common and effective distributed system semantics-that is, lan
guages and intelligent software systems that will help machines com
municate with and understand one another at levels higher than 
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the communication of characters, and whose use is simple and fast 
enough to win acceptance among a large number of users. 

Despite these obstacles, the number of interconnected systems is 
increasing because of their great utility. The ongoing proliferation of 
these computer networks provides a test bed for research and a pow
erful incentive for developing an understanding of their underlying 
principles. Beyond the need for distributed system semantics, other 
important aspects include the development of innovative and robust 
system architectures that can survive computer and communication 
failures without unacceptable l088e8 of information, the development 
of network management systems to support reliable network ser
vice on an ever growing scale, and the creation and evaluation of 
algorithms specifically tailored to distributed systems. Finally, on 
the software side of these systems, the problems associated with 
programming large and complex computer systems must be better 
understood. 

SOJTWA:U AND PB.OGBAMMING 

Computers are general-purpose tools that can be specialized to 
many different tasks. The collections of instructions that achieve 
this specialization are called programs or, collectively, software. It is 
software that allows a single computer to be used at various times (or 
even simultaneously by several users) for such diverse activities as 
inventory and payroll computations, word proceBBing, solving differ
ential equations, and computer-UBisted instruction. Programs are in 
many ways similar to recipes, game rules, or mechanical assembly in
structions. They must express rules of procedure that are sufficiently 
precise and unambiguous to be carried out exactly by the machine 
that is executing them, and they must allow for error conditions 
resulting from bad or unusual combinations of data. 

Unlike other products, the essence of software is in its design, 
which is inherently an intellectual activity. This is so because produc
ing many instances of a program involves straightforward duplication 
rather than extensive fabrication and assembly. Accordingly, the cost 
of producing software is dominated by the costs of designing it and 
making certain that it defines a correct procedure for performing all 
of its desired taskB-COBts that are high because of the difficulties 
inherent in software design. 

Creating software involves devising representations for informa
tion called data structures and procedures called algorithms to carry 
out the desired information proceBBing. One of the major difficulties 
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4.1 

associated with this task is that there are generally many different 
combinations of data structures and algorithms that can perform a 
desired task efFectively. For example, in a machine vision system that 
inspects circular parts, a circle could be represented by its center and 
radius (a data structure of two numbers for every part) or by a few 
thousand points that approximate the circumference; the first data 
structure is more economical but does not by itself permit deviations 
from circularity to be represented, as does the second. In carrying 
out the artful process of data structure and procedure selection, the 
programmer must often pay equal attention to both large and small 
software parts, like an architect who must design a house, down to 
all its windows, doors, doorknobs, and even bricks. 

Furthermore, it is difficult for programmers to anticipate during 
design all the circumstances that might conceivably arise while a 
program is being executed. Indeed, another difficulty involves the 
illusion that software, because it is the stuff' of design, is infinitely 
malleable and can therefore be easily changed for improvement or 
to meet new demands. Unfortunately, software designs are often 
so complex and variations among difFerent parts so subtle that the 
implications of even a small change are hard to anticipate and control. 
These factors make it fundamentally hard to specify and design 
software. They also make software difficult to test by anticipation 
of all the failure circumstances that may accidentally arise during 
actual operation. For these reasons, software development is often 
quite costly and time consuming. 

Beyond design, and after a program is put to use, modifications 
are often required to repair errors, add new capabilities, or adapt it 
to changes in other programs with which it interacts. This activity 
is called software maintenance-a misleading term since it involves 
continued system design and development rather than the traditional 
notion of fending off' the ravages of wear and age. Such maintenance 
can amount to as much as 75 percent of life-cycle cost (Boehm 1981). 

In the 1960s the cost of computing was dominated by the cost 
of hardware. As the use of computers became more sophisticated, 
the cost of hardware dropped, and the salaries of programmers in
creased, software costs came to dominate the cost of computing 
(OECD 1985) . The problem has been aggravated by an appar
ent shortage of good software profe88ionals and limited productivity 
growth. The overall annual growth of programming productivity is 
at best 5 percent (OECD 1985) . The increase in software costs is 
taking place throughout the field, from sinall programs on personal 
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computers to life-critical applications and supercomputing. The cost 
increase is fueling efforts to improve software engineering through de
velopment of tools to partially automate software development and 
techniques for reusing software modules u parts of larger pieces of 
software. A lot of work is needed to increase productivity in software 
development by a factor of ten, considered a critical milestone in 
industry. 

Another serious software problem has to do with people's per
ceptions and expectations. Hardware and software sound similar, 
and people are frequently appalled that as the former gets cheaper 
by some 30 percent per year, the latter stubbornly resists produc
tivity improvements. Such a comparison, however, reflects a mis
understanding of the nature of the software development process ; 
a brief recounting of the development of MACSYMA, one of the 
earliest knowledge-based programs, suggests why. To develop a re
search prototype of that program-a mathematical UBistant capable 
of symbolic integration, diff'erentiation and solution of equationl!t
took 17 calendar years and some 100 person-years. In terms of the 
number of moving parts and their relationship to one another, t}le 
program's complexity was comparable to that of a jumbo jet, whose 
design and development cost more than 100 times as much. Most 
people can intuitively grasp the difficulties of constructing complex 
physical systems such u jumbo jets. But the complexities and design 
difficulties in the more abstract world of software are 1888 obvious and 
1888 appreciated. 

Despite all tllese difficulties, software development has seen sig
nificant progreBB. In the early days of programming, it was often 
a triumph to write a program that successfully computed the de
sired result. There was little widespread systematic understanding 
of program organization or of ways to reason about programs. Al
gorithms and data structures were originally created in an ad hoc 
fashion, but regular use and research led to an increased fundamen
tal understanding of these entities for certain problem domains: we 
can now analyze and compare the performance of several proposed 
algorithms and data structures and, for several kinds of problems, we 
often know in advance theoretical limits on performance (see Chap
ter 8) . Sound theories have also contributed to the construction of 
certain cl88888 of software systems: for example, in the early 19608 
the construction of a compiler (a program that translates progriml8 
written at a higher-level language to machine-level programs) was a 
significant achievement for a team of programmers; such systems are 
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now constructed routinely (with largely automated means by a much 
smaller group) for traditional single-proceeeor machines. 

In today's computing environment, eacalating demands for over
all computer performance become eacalating demands for software 
capability and software size. Development of large systems requires 
the coordination of many people, the maintenance and control of 
many versions of the software, and the testing and remanufacture 
of new versions after the system has been changed. The problems 
associated with these activities became a focus of computer science 
research in the mid-19701, through techniques of modular decom
position (Parnas 1972) and organization of large teams of program
mers (Baker 1972) . At that time, a distinction was made between 
programming-in-the-small and programming-in-the-large to call at
tention to the difFerence between the problems encountered by a few 
people writing simple programs and the problems encountered by 
large groups of people constructing and managing sizable assemblies 
of modules. 

Beyond these more or less pure software systems that deal only 
with information, there are other, even more complex, highly dis-
tributed systems that often interact with physical processes, such 
as the U.S. telecommunications, air traffic control, transportation, 
proce88 control, energy, air defense, strategic ofFense, and command
control-communication and intelligence systems. These supersys
tems, as they have been called (Zracket 1981) ,  grow over a period 
of decades from initially limited objectives to evolutionarily mature 
end states that are generally unpredictable at the start. The need 
to create such supersystems and other software with sufficient reli
ability for efFective use presents a set of software design and devel
opment problems that are not addressed by the techniques of either 
programming-in-the-small or programming-in-the-large. 

Accordingly, two new tasks for software research are: (1) to de
velop better techniques for designing software, especially software to 
be embedded in very complex, real-time application systems, and (2) 
to use emerging artificial intelligence techniques for the development 
of tools that will help software developers manage the complexity of 
such software. Other directions and opportunities for future software 
progress include: (3) efFective ways of improving the productivity of 
the software development process, e.g. , through automation of soft
ware design, reuse of existing software components, or new types of 
software architectures; ( 4) ways to reason about the correctness of 
software, including the task specification process; (5) infrastructural 
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tools and resources, such as electronic software distribution systems; 
and (6) addressing the new multiprocessor software problems that 
will inevitably arise from the new multiprocessor architectures dis
CUlled above. 
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7 
Artificial Intelligence 

Artificial intelligence (AI) looms large in the public's perception 
of the future of computer science and technology and has contributed 
much to the emergence of this field. In this chapter, we focus on 
what we consider to be particularly promising aspects of AI: sensory 
computing, expert systems, deeper cognitive systems, and robotics. 

SENSORY COMPUTING 

Understanding the workings of the human sensory apparatus 
and implementing comparable capabilities on machines, particularly 
speech and vision, is an important scientific challenge and a tech
nological imperative. It is vital to the development of autonomous 
devices such as robots and for improved communication between 
machines and their human users. 

In the area of speech understanding, it has proved to be more 
difficult than expected to get computers to recognize untrained hu
man speech. At present, systems can recognize a limited number of 
words, they take a relatively long time to do it, and speakers must 
usually pause between words. Even this modest success requires the 
speaker to familiarize the computer with the unique qualities of his or 
her voice by reading aloud lists of all the words to be used . For such 
speaker-dependent systems, the machine, after training, can achieve 
word recognition of several thousand words with a success rate in 
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the upper 90 percent range. Speaker--independent systems that can 
understand continuous speech appear to be feasible but are at least 
3 to 5 years away. Advances in natural language understanding 
and cognitive science, combined with the potential of multiprocessor 
systems to provide the huge processing power required, hold out a 
big promise but not a guarantee of expanded capabilities for speech 
comprehension via computer. 

Machine vision represents another critical area in which, as in 
speech, significant progreBB is likely to depend on the combination of 
cognitive research with the evolution of m&BBively parallel and most 
probably special-purpose multiprocessor systems. Machine vision is 
the proceBB of deriving useful information about a scene from images, 
for example, the conversion of a huge list of numbers representing 
the light intensities of millions of minute dots, which make up an 
overall picture as perceived by a video camera, into a description of 
the pictured objects, their location, and spatial relationships. This 
description may be used, in tum, to control a manipulator that picks 
up an object or to guide a vehicle on a road. 

Since as long ago as 1950, demonstrations of machine vision 
have included recognition of printed characters, medical image anal
ysis (e.g., counting blood cells) , some industrial vision (e.g., printed 
circuit board inspection) , flexible assembly, and military target de
tection. Despite these succe8888, however, the capabilities of machine 
vision today are still largely limited to printed character recognition, 
medical image analysis, and some industrial inspection. This is due 
in part to the low computational power available and in part to the 
youth of current theoretical foundations and algorithms that address 
visual perception. 

Advances in machine vision are expected to have a significant 
impact over a large number of uses for the same reason that our 
own eyes are so important in everything that we do. Autonomous 
systems, be they military vehicles or robots on the factory floor, 
will have vision with far greater capability and flexibility than to
day's repetitive-motion robots. Another important consequence of 
improved machine vision and better speech comprehension will be 
the evolution of more natural interfaces that span nearly all applica
tions of computers and permit users to speak or show things to their 
machines as naturally as they do in interacting with people. 
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EXPEB.T SYSTEMS 

Expert systems involve techniques for representing knowledge 
and methods by which that knowledge can be used by a machine to 
reuon toward the solution of problems that are difficult enough to 
require significant human expertise for their solution. 

Every expert system consists of three principal parts: the knowl
edge bue, the reuoning or inference methods, and their interface 
with the user. Knowledge bues contain factual knowledge and 
heuristic knowledge. The factual knowledge, like the knowledge in 
textbooks or joumals, is widely shared and easily obtained. In con
trast, the heuristic knowledge is rarely discUBBed and is largely in the 
private domain of experts. It is the knowledge of good practice, good 
judgment, and plausible reuoning in the field. It is the knowledge 
that underlies "the art of good guessing." 

The inference methods used by expert systems are often based 
on propositional calculus or predicate logic. Most commonly used are 
"forward chaining" methods, which follow causal paths from condi
tions presented to the program to conclusions reached by the program 
(modus ponens applied repeatedly),  or "backward chaining" meth
ods, which proceed from goal statements to conditions (same logic 
backward) . Probabilistic frameworks and some ad hoc frameworks 
are also used for inference. 

As one would expect from a technology so broadly conceived, 
the span of applications is as wide as the world of professional and 
semiprofe88ional work. The earliest applications of expert systems 
were in such esoteric areas as the analysis of chemical data, medical 
diagnosis and therapy planning, the interpretation of data from oil 
well logging, and the defense-related interpretation of deep-ocean 
sound. Aa the applications of expert systems began to grow in 
the mid-19808, other mainline commercial and industrial applica
tions began to emerge. Finally, in government, expert systems are 
used to assist government officials in interpreting health care man
agement data and complex pension laws. In mid-1987, there were 
approximately 1 ,500 applications in use and several thousand under 
development (Feigenbaum et al. 1988) . 

As expert systems continue to evolve, it is becoming apparent 
that two applications areas--manufacturing (in particular, the white
collar aspects) and financial services-are beginning to dominate. In 
each of these, the sheer economic volume of goods and services means 
that even small enhancements to the average human professional skill 
in decision making is leverage for great economic gain. Examples of 
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expert systems in manufacturing include: the design of a manufac
turable configuration of subsystems, given a customer order for a 
minicomputer, and the design of an 8880Ciated floor layout; real-time 
scheduling and rescheduling (due to a machine failure) of the progress 
of wafera-in-proceu in a large microchip manufacturing facility; and 
planning the manufacturing procees for jet fighter parts. In finance, 
expert systems are used to &BBist bank officers in deciding the credit 
worthiness of a loan applicant and to &BBist insurance underwriters 
in deciding price and terms for insurance contracts. 

Probably more than half of today's expert systems are used for 
diagn08tic purpoees, such as &BBisting auto mechanics in diagn08ing 
and repairing subsystems of automobiles and carrying out real-time 
remote diagn08tic tests of massive steam turbine generators. Appli
cations to diagnosis will continue to be widespread. Motivating this 
is the increasing complexity of devices and systems used throughout 
industry. Un888isted human abilities in problem solving, training, 
and retraining cannot keep pace with current and expected develop
ments. 

There are a number of key research illrues in expert systems. (1) 
Knowledge representation: How shall the knowledge of a domain of 
human endeavor and the world in which it is situated be represented 
as data structures in the memory of a computer? (2) Knowledge 
utilization: How can this knowledge be used for problem solving? 
Essentially, this is the question of the design of inference (reasoning) 
procedures and frameworks. (3) Knowledge acquisition: How will it 
be pOBBi.ble to acquire the knowledge automatically (machine learn
ing) or at least semiautomatically (transfer of expertise from humans, 
their texts, or their data)? (4) Large knowledge bases: The power 
of expert systems resides in the specific knowledge of the problem 
domain, and for systems to be powerful they must contain a large 
amount of high-quality knowledge. Accordingly, an enormous knowl
edge infrastructure needs to be codified and represented for machine 
use and, as one would expect, this is and will continue to be a huge 
endeavor in which machines may participate, as in (3) above. 

Applications of precise knowledge delivery are also of increasing 
importance. A knowledge delivery application is one in which the 
right knowledge, in the context of a problem or a service, is delivered 
at the right moment for a human professional to consider. For exam
ple, one commercially available knowledge delivery system advises 
clinical pathologists about tissue diseases and &BBOciated features. 
Such applications are motivated by the great complexity of human 
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systems and procedures that are now in place-a complexity that 
even the mind of a specialist cannot encompass. A knowledge deliv
ery application is, in essence, a "living rulebook or textbook" that 
delivers knowledge in context. 

AB we look toward the future, the volume of expert systems is 
expected to grow and blend with the great stream of more conven
tional data proceBBing and numeric applications. There is a certain 
inevitability at work here. AB the cost of computers continues to fall 
during the coming two decades, many more of the practitioners of 
the world 'a profeBBions will be persuaded to turn to information pro
ceBBing for assistance in managing the increasing complexity of their 
daily knowledge-related tasks. The computers that will act as intel
ligent assistants for these professionals will have to have reasoning 
capabilities and knowledge. 

In time, we will undoubtedly achieve a broad reconceptualiza
tion of what is meant by an expert system. In the broader concept, 
the system will be conceived as a collegial relationship between an 
intelligent computer agent and an intelligent person (or persons) . 
Each will perform tasks that it/he does best, and the intelligence of 
the system will be a result of the collaboration. Issues and problems 
expected to dominate the agenda of future expert system researchers 
include: (1) the creation of more powerful, general, and easy-to-use 
programming systems that will liberate the user from knowledge 
engineering intermediaries; (2) new knowledge representation for
malisms and techniques, adequate and effective for representing a 
broad body of general knowledge about the everyday world, the 
worlds of science and engineering knowledge, biological and medical 
knowledge, and so on; (3) new reasoning methods that escape the 
elegant but rigid bounds of propositional and predicate logic and 
reuse old knowledge for solving new problems-forerunners of such 
methods are now called reasoning-by-analogy, case-based reasoning, 
script-based reasoning, and chunking; and (4) new machine learning 
methods for acquiring knowledge based on analogies, on abstractions 
from intemal problem-solving processes, on watching human expert 
problem solving, and on the automated reading of textual material 
from journals and textbooks. 

We can envision that as society changes from industrial to post
industrial and as work becomes increasingly the work of professionals 
and knowledge workers, the power tools will be expert systems. The 
economic and social well-being of advanced societies increasingly will 
be the result of "working smarter" rather than "Working harder," and 
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expert systems will be agents of that change. Knowledge is power in 
human affairs, and expert systems are amplifiers of human thought 
and action. 

DEEPER COGNITIVE SYSTEMS 

Another important focus in AI research involves the attempt to 
understand and model the deeper cognitive activities fundamental to 
intelligence, including learning, explaining, planning, and hypothe
sizing. Research in this area is an interdisciplinary enterprise, involv
ing a synthesis of concepts from experimental psychology, linguistics, 
neuroscience, and computer science; advances hold the dual promise 
of increasing understanding of human cognitive processes and intro
ducing more and more intelligence into the computer. Listed below 
are some of the promising current thrusts of this research. 

1 .  The organization of memory. Work in the cognitive AI field 
has overturned the once-prevalent view that human memory could 
be viewed . as a largely unorganized mental filing cabinet. AI re
searchers have developed several sophisticated and influential models 
of how humans organize their knowledge. Although these theories, 
which include semantic networks, frames, and scripts, involve differ
ent methods of representing the memory's organization, they share 
a common assertion that memory structure consists of a network of 
stored associations, with various types of information stored at each 
node of the network. Collectively these memory models have helped 
in the construction of knowledge-based systems that use contextual 
information to tackle specific problems. 

2. Learning from practice. After a long lull caused by disappoint
ments with early experiments on learning machines some 20 years 
ago, recent advances in the development of computer systems have 
given rise to programs that exhibit modest yet continuous learning 
from practice on the tasks that they perform, much as humans do. 
These recent innovations have important implications for computer 
science in that they represent key steps toward the goal of making 
more intelligent machines. Multiproce880rs add fuel to this promise 
with the substantially greater power they p088e88. Machines that 
could learn from practice, even at a modest scale, could relieve much 
of the burden of programming all the necessary intelligence at the 
outset and could help tailor generic programs to specific applications. 

3. Connectionism. The last decade has witne88ed progrea in 
the development of systems and theories involving the connectionist 
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paradipn, which is often likened to the human nervous system. The 
result of an interdisciplinary effort by neuroscientists, psychologists, 
and computer scientists, connectionist work grows from the shared 
conviction that the computational architecture of human cognition 
is fashioned within the highly parallel dynamic architecture of the 
human brain. Connectionist systems involve interconnected networks 
of large numbers of elemental computing nodes that often simply add 
up the values of their inputs and check if the sum is above a preset 
threshold. These massively parallel systems, sometimes referred to 
as neural networks, operate by learning strategies that involve the 
modification of the elemental nodes (e.g., the thresholds} in response 
to what they experience. 

Recent advances in this area are related to new knowledge about 
what can be learned by such networks and improvements in VLSI 
circuits that make poaible new complex architectures of many such 
interconnected cells. Progress has been coDBtrained by the learning 
limitatioDB of small experimental systems and by the absence of a 
theory Bllfliciently developed to address how large neural networks 
can become capable of substantial, predictable, and scalable learning. 

Making systems more intelligent is a primary goal of AI research, 
and advances toward this objective will make computers both more 
useful and easier to use. The power and flexibility oftoday's machines 
are greatly inhibited by the amount of detailed knowledge that must 
be memorized by those who wish to use them effectively. Given 
advances in equipment and a deeper theoretical · understanding of 
human cognitive processes, tomorrow's computers should have a 
greatly enhanced capacity to understand what unsophisticated users 
want them to do. More successful cognitive computer systems will 
enhance the usefulness and ease of use of computer systems in all 
areas of application. 

ROBOTICS 

Robotics researchers strive to understand and build machines 
that are Bllfliciently intelligent to interact effectively with the physi
cal world in the performance of designated tasks. ProgreBB in robotics 
will continue to be a key to enhanced productivity in factories, with 
particular utility in the performance of repetitive and dangerous jobs 
or jobs that require sustained quality control. Moreover, extensive 
use of robotics and other computer technologies in design and man
ufacturing is expected to make poBBible the rapid prototyping of 
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products (or even factories) , permitting the coat-efFective manufac
ture of customized products at mass production coats. Autonomous 
systems with mobile and perceptual capabilities will also make possi
ble the performance of otherwise-impossible tasks, such as planetary 
exploration over a long period of time. Listed below are some of the 
major promising research thrusts in robotics. 

1 .  Sensors and perception. Sensors are the mechanisms that 
provide information about the robot's relation to the environment. 
Perception enables a machine to comprehend and adjust to ita physi
cal surroundings. Modes of sensing and perception include the visual 
(see Chapter 7} , tactile, force, torque, speed, and even olfactory 
modes. Improvements in sensing and perception have the potential 
to augment the uaefulnesa of virtually every type of machine by in
creasing i� ability to adapt to the complexity and variability that 
characterize the physical world. An important research activity in 
this area is combining sensory transducers with computation for mak
ing smarter sensors. Machine vision represents the moat important 
perceptual capability of future robotic systems. 

2. Mechaniama. Progress in robotics depends on the design and 
manufacture of mechanisms capable of the subtle, strong, and precise 
motions required for useful activity. The need for precision, speed, 
light weight, and strength poaea serious problema that cannot easily 
be met with conventional approaches. To date, moat of the beat 
work in this area has come from the intensive efForts of design teams 
relying on traditional engineering methods. We expect that extensive 
computer-assisted design will play an expanded role in this area 
through modeling and simulation of complete robotic mechanisms 
before construction. 

3. Sensorimotor integration. To achieve smooth, flexible, ef
ficient motions in robots, the sensor and motor controls must be 
integrated and coordinated. Advances here call for research on vi
sual, force, tactile, and torque feedback. A deeper understanding 
of this integrative process among robot sensors and actuators will 
broaden understanding of neuroecience and biomechanics as well. 

4. Planning. The efFectiveness of robotics depends heavily on 
a machine's ability to define neceaaary actions and specify their se
quence in order to achieve a desired goal. Planning ranges from 
high-level task planning (e.g. ,  to assemble a product) to low-level 
path planning (e.g. , for obstacle avoidance) . A difficult and impor
tant problem in planning involves the conversion of semantic or mis
sion descriptions of a robot 'a goals to physical or machine-executable 
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functions. Planning must also account for the inherent uncertainty 
and partial knowledge that robots have of their physical environ
ment. Some researchers believe that the best hope for progreas in 
planning rests with the creation of more intelligent programs with a 
deeper knowledge of the physical world. 
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Theoretical Computer Science 

Computer ecience is a young discipline, and its theoretical base 
is immature. Potential applications of computers even to known 
problems will be limited until that base of theory is more fully 
developed. Theoretical computer ecientists are concemed with the 
intrinsic limits to solving problems. 

Since computer ecience is an artificial ecience (Simon 1981} ,  th&
oretical computer ecience plays a very different role within computer 
science than, say, theoretical physics plays within physics. Theoreti
cal physicists seek to understand the physical universe, which exists 
independently. Theoretical computer scientists seek to understand 
all pOBBible architectures or algorithms, which computer scientists 
create themselves. 

The concepts and results of theoretical computer ecience have in
fluenced many disciplines. In particular, scientific computing,- which 
has been referred to as the third leg of science (together with ex
perimental and theoretical ecience }, uses algorithms developed by 
computer scientists. New algorithms have been as important as 
advances in technology in our progress in solving many important 
problems during the. last four decades. 

60 
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COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY 

Some of the most influential theoretical work in computer sci
ence has involved the notion of computational complexity, i.e . ,  the 
intrinsic difficulty of solving a given problem, independent of the par
ticular algorithm employed to solve it. For example, some problems 
are known to require computational resources that grow linearly or 
quadratically with input size, while the resources required by other 
problems grow exponentially or in unknown ways. The theory devel
oped to date enables computer scientists to demonstrate that various 
problems are easily solvable or provably intractable and further en
ables them to determine that numerous problems have essentially 
the same complexity. Computational complexity thus serves much 
the same function in computer science that the laws of thermody
namics play in the physical sciences (Packel and Traub 1987); it 
strives to determine the limits of the pcaible. An important open 
problem in theoretical computer science is to decide whether an im
portant class of computational problems (the so-called NP-complete 
problems) really are intractable or simply resistant to the approaches 
used to date. 

An example of an NP-complete problem is the traveling sales 
representative problem, which is formulated as follows: one is given 
a set of a cities together with the distances between all pairs of cities. 
A trip must be made that visits each city exactly once and returns 
to the starting point. The problem is to find a tour, that is, an 
ordering of the a cities, that minimizes the total distance traveled. 
This problem turns out to be an abstraction of many scheduling and 
layout problems in the real world . .  

A characteristic of the traveling sales representative problem 
and of many other well-known problems, such as linear program
ming, is that the available information is complete and exact. In 
principle, these problems can be solved exactly. Information-based 
complexity studies the intrinsic difficulty of problems for which the 
information is partial, contaminated by error or approximation, and 
provided at some sort of cost. These are characteristics of many 
problems in the physical sciences, the social sciences, and engineer
ing. Such problems cannot be solved exactly, and one must live with 
uncertainty. Questions considered by information-based complex
ity include a problem's intrinsic uncertainty, the minimal computa
tional resources required to achieve any chosen level of uncertainty, 
and whether the information can be decomposed for parallel or dis
tributed computation. 
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ALGOB.ITBMS AND T1IE1It ANALYSIS 

An area in which theory has had significant practical impact in 
the past and is likely to have more in the future involves the search 
for new procedures to solve difficult problems. 

While IIOJile computer scientists point to the drunatic increase 
in computational power as the development that has contributed the 
moet to extending the computer's problem-eolving utility, others ar
gue that theoretical advances in the design and analysis of algorithms 
have had and will continue to have an even greater impact. Better 
understanding of how best to design and measure the efficiency of 
computational procedures, in terms of both speed and the amount of 
memory required, has resulted in numerous algorithms of practical 
utility. 

The development of the fast Fourier transform, for example, 
produced an algorithm that is ubiquitous in the areas of signal and 
image processing and is used extensively in speech research, radar, 
sonar, oil exploration, and seismography. Indeed, the algorithm 
might be said to have made such processing possible; without it, the 
problems would be too computationally intensive to solve, hardware 
advances notwithstanding. 

The development of a highly efficient sorting algorithm has also 
led to a broad range of applications, and a more recently devel
oped linear programming algorithm has offered a solution to many 
common scheduling, distribution, and resource allocation problems. 
Current theoretical work in algorithms addresses a large set of simi
lar practical problems and has moved increasingly into the realm of 
parallel and distributed systems. 

SEMANTICS AND LANGUAGES 

Theoretical work on computer languages has focused on syntax
how to generate and describe a language's pammar-and on aeman
tice-how to determine the meaning of a program through the mean
ing of the operations it causes to be executed. Fundamental advances 
in these areas have drawn on mathematical logic to produce a con
ceptual framework that facilitates computer language translation on 
conventional architectures. Twenty-five years ago, for example, the 
generation of a Fortran compiler was considered a legitimate research 
topic, involving 20 to 50 person-years of work; today, compilers for 
advanced languages on conventional uniprocessors are routinely con
structed by students over the course of a single academic semester. 
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Formal language theory developed in the 19608 and 1970s enabled the 
development of utility programs that can now automatically generate 
lexical analyzers and parsers from the grammar of a programming 
language. Theoretical developments on formal aemantics in the 1970s 
and early 1980s are now enabling the automation of other aspects of 
compiler construction. Results from graph theory have improved the 
ability of compilers to optimize object code. 

This dramatic improvement is attributable to a better under
standing of computer languages and other computer science issues 
and suggests the potential practical results that can flow from fu
ture theoretical advances. At the same time, new and evolving ar
chitectures, especially multiprocessors, are presenting designers of 
compilers with new challenges and long development times, thereby 
attesting to the field's continued growth. 

CB.YPTOLOGY 

Although code-making is an ancient craft, dating back to the 
Roman Empire, computer science theory has played- an essential role 
in adapting encryption to meet the special demands of complex mod
ern society. It is one thing to maintain privacy and security against a 
small number of potential eavesdroppers when one is communicating 
a limited number of messages to a limited number of recipients; it is 
quite another to preserve secure communications in an environment 
of vast, interconnected communications networks with thousands or 
even millions of users. Computer scientists have developed a tech
nique by which the potential recipient of messages can broadcast a 
(disguised) password publicly (while retaining it privately) and be 
assured of being the only one able to decipher the encrypted messages 
received. The same approach can be used to distinguish the signatory 
of an electronic memo from an impostor. Such advanced encryption 
techniques have a narrow but important range of applications in both 
the commercial and national security areas. 
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